Excursion 3 Tour III: Biasing
Selection Effects
• The biggest source of handwringing about
statistical inference boils down to the fact it
has become very easy to infer claims that
have not been subjected to stringent tests.
Sifting through reams of data makes it easy
to find impressive-looking associations, even
if they are spurious.
(p. 267)
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Severe Testing Account of
Evidence
•

You have evidence for a claim if it’s subjected to
and passes a test that probably would have
found it false, if it is: this probability is the
severity with which it has passed

•

If it has passed severely, I might say I believe it,
but it’s not the direct outcome of a statistical
inference—for the severe tester.
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With this construal of probability in inference, you
may be able to have your cake and eat it too
In approaching an account that uses probability
to measure degrees of belief or support, a
severe tester still wants to know if it’s arriving at
strong belief for false claims with high probability
In statistical settings, error probabilities may give
a direct way to measure biasing selection effects
(P-hacking, data-dredging, cherry picking, etc.)
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Biasing Selection Effects: when data or
hypotheses are selected or generated (or a
test criterion is specified), in such a way that
the minimal severity requirement is violated,
seriously altered, or incapable of being
assessed
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ASA Guide: Principle 4
“Proper inference requires full reporting and
transparency. P-values and related analyses
should not be reported selectively.
Conducting multiple analyses of the data
and reporting only those with certain pvalues (typically those passing a significance
threshold) renders the reported p-values
essentially uninterpretable.”
(Wasserstein and Lazar 2016)
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The 2016 Guide continues…

“Whenever a researcher chooses what to present
based on statistical results, valid interpretation of
those results is severely compromised if the reader
is not informed of the choice and its basis.
Researchers should disclose the number of
hypotheses explored during the study, all data
collection decisions, all statistical analyses
conducted, and all p-values computed. Valid
scientific conclusions based on p-values and related
statistics cannot be drawn without at least knowing
how many and which analyses were conducted,
and how those analyses (including p-values) were
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selected for reporting.” (ASA I pp. 131-132)

It’s easy to lie with biasing
selection effects
“We’re more fooled by noise than ever before, and
it’s because of a nasty phenomenon called ‘big
data’. With big data, researchers have brought
cherry-picking to an industrial level” (Taleb 2013).
Selection effects alter a method’s error
probabilities and yet a fundamental battle in the
statistics wars revolves around their relevance
The Tour begins with an imaginary court case
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Capitalizing on Chance
(nominal vs. actual P-values)
Suppose that twenty sets of differences have
been examined, that one difference seems large
enough to test and that this difference turns out
to be ‘significant at the 5 percent level.’ ….The
actual level of significance is not 5 percent,
but 64 percent! (Selvin 1970, 104)
(Morrison & Henkel’s Significance Test Controversy
1970!)
SIST p. 274
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Spurious P-Value
The hunter reports: Such results would be
difficult to achieve under the assumption of H0
When in fact such results are easy to get under
the assumption of H0
• There are many more ways to be wrong with
hunting (different sample space)
• Need to adjust P-values or at least report the
multiple testing (e.g., the Bonferroni adjustment,
multiply the P-value by N, the number of tests)
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Some accounts of evidence object:
“Two problems that plague frequentist inference:
multiple comparisons and multiple looks, or…data
dredging and peeking at the data. The frequentist
solution to both problems involves adjusting the Pvalue…
But adjusting the measure of evidence because
of considerations that have nothing to do with
the data defies scientific sense” (Goodman 1999,
1010)
(Co-director, with Ioannidis, the Meta-Research Innovation
Center at Stanford)
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At odds with key way to advance
replication:
21 Word Solution
“We report how we determined our sample size,
and data exclusions (if any), all manipulations, and
all measures in the study” (Simmons, Nelson, and
Simonsohn 2012, 4).
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Statutes are at one in condemning data dredging
Reference Manual on Scientific Evidence for judges
How many tests have been done? Repeated
testing complicates the interpretation of significance
levels. If enough comparisons are made, random
error almost guarantees that some will yield
‘significant’ findings, even when there is no real
effect…. (Kaye and Freedman 2011)
Nevertheless, statutes can be changed if their rationale
is overturned. The issue is not settled.
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Replication Paradox
• Test Critic: It’s too easy to satisfy standard
significance thresholds
• You: Why do replicationists find it so hard to achieve
significance thresholds (with preregistration)?
• Test Critic: Obviously the initial studies were guilty
of P-hacking, cherry-picking, data-dredging (QRPs)
• You: So, the replication researchers want methods
that pick up on, adjust, and block these biasing
selection effects.
• Test Critic: Actually “reforms” recommend methods
where the need to alter P-values due to data
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dredging vanishes

Further Casualty: It Relinquishes
their strongest criticism
Wanting to promote an account that downplays error
probabilities, Bayesian critics turn to other means–give
H0 (no effect) a high prior probability in a Bayesian
analysis
• The researcher deserving criticism deflects this
saying: you can always counter an effect this way
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Exhibit (x): Bem’s “Feeling the
future” 2011: ESP?
• Daryl Bem (2011): subjects do better than chance
at predicting the (erotic) picture shown in the future
• Some locate the start of the Replication Crisis with
Bem
• Bem admits data dredging
• Bayesian critics resort to a default Bayesian prior
to (a point) null hypothesis (& consider a large
effect for the alternative)
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Wagenmakers looks askance at adjusting for
selection effect:
“P-values can only be computed once the
sampling plan is fully known and specified in
advance…few people are keenly aware of
their intentions, particularly with respect to
what to do when when the data turn out not to
be significant,” (Wagenmakers 2007, 784)
Instead of saying they ought to adjust,
Wagenmakers dismisses a concern with
imaginary data (SIST 284)
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Bem’s response
“Whenever the null hypothesis is sharply defined but
the prior distribution on the alternative hypothesis is
diffused over a wide range of values, as it is [here] it
boosts the probability that any observed data will be
higher under the null hypothesis than under the
alternative.”
“This is known as the Lindley-Jeffreys paradox*: A
frequentist [can always] be contradicted by a
…Bayesian analysis that concludes that the same
data are more likely under the null.” (Bem et al.
2011, 717)
*Bayes-Fisher disagreement (meeting 4)
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Bayes (Jeffreys)/Fisher disagreement
(“spike and smear”)
• The “P-values exaggerate” arguments refer to
testing a point null hypothesis, a lump of prior
probability given to H0 (or a tiny region around 0).
Xi ~ N(μ, σ2)
H0: μ = 0 vs. H1: μ ≠ 0.
• The rest appropriately spread over the
alternative, an α significant result can correspond
to
Pr(H0|x) = (1 – α)! (e.g., 0.95)
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Instead of getting flogged, Bem points to the
flexibility of getting a Bayes factor in favor of
the null hypothesis.
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Exploratory inquiry
It’s not pejorative to find the hypothesis in the
data, but then use distinct data to test it
But there are also cases where you can use the
same data to find and test a hypothesis
stringently
--impetus for severity
(discussion of novelty, SIST pp. 90-1)
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Severity can be improved by
searching (p. 281)
Searching for a DNA match with a criminal’s DNA:
The probability is high that we would not obtain a
match with person i, if i were not the criminal;
So, finding the match is good evidence that i is the
criminal.
(wrong to say a frequentist would have to be
penalized for searching here)
Quite a lot of background knowledge, numerous
assumptions, not knowledge-free or model free
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Known effects: One mistake–spurious effect–is
taken care of.
•

Finding the Higgs was a constraint on
exploring its properties

•

Searching for an an animal to manifest
(known) birth defects in thalidomide
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Return to our Court case–the real
one: “P-values on Trial”*
In 2009, Scott Harkonen (CEO of InterMune)
found guilty of wire fraud for a misleading press
report on results of a drug Actimmune in 2002.
Despite lack of statistical significance (P = 0.52)
on the primary endpoint–that the drug improves
lung function as reflected by progression free
survival– and on any of ten prespecified
endpoints, he ransacks the unblinded data until he
unearthed a non-prespecified subgroup with a
nominally statistically significant survival benefit.
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Many rounds of appeals failed
2013 amicus brief in support of Harkonen that
“Multiple Testing Does Not Undermine the
Meaning of P-Values” (Rothman et al., p. 19)--in
tension with Principle 4 of the ASA Guide.
Nevertheless, in 2018, Harkonen takes the
Guide to show his “actual innocence”
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• In 2018, Harkonen & defenders argued the ASA
Guide provides “compelling new evidence that
the scientific theory upon which petitioner’s
conviction was based [that of statistical
significance testing] is demonstrably false”
(Goodman Amicus 2018, p. 3).
• They claim “the conclusions from the ASA
Principles are the opposite of the “ FDA’s
conclusion that his construal of the data was
misleading (goes to SCOTUS)
*Mayo D. “P-Values on Trial: Selective Reporting of (Best
Practice Guides Against) Selective Reporting” Harvard Data
Science Review 2.1 (2020).
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The ASA Guide doesn’t show the theory of
statistical significance testing “is demonstrably
false,” but it might be seen to communicate a
message that is in tension with itself on one of
the most important issues of statistical
inference.
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The ASA 2016 Guide’s Six Principles
1. P-values can indicate how incompatible the data are
with a specified statistical model.
2. P-values do not measure the probability that the studied
hypothesis is true, or the probability that the data were
produced by random chance alone.
3. Scientific conclusions and business or policy decisions
should not be based only on whether a p-value passes
a specific threshold.
4. Proper inference requires full reporting and
transparency.
5. A p-value, or statistical significance, does not measure
the size of an effect or the importance of a result.
6. By itself, a p-value does not provide a good measure of
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evidence regarding a model or hypothesis.

Immediately after the principles in the Guide:
“Other Approaches”.
“In view of the prevalent misuses of and
misconceptions concerning p-values, some
statisticians prefer to supplement or even
replace p-values with other approaches
[including] estimation over testing, such as
confidence, credibility, or prediction intervals;
Bayesian methods; alternative measures of
evidence, such as likelihood ratios or Bayes
Factors”. (p. 132)
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The Guide ends there, there’s no appraisal of
these “other approaches”
We know some of these alternatives follow the
LP
Not confidence intervals: the same selective
reporting will result in CIs failing to cover the true
value with the claimed coverage probability.
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We know some of these
alternatives follow the LP
• “Bayes factors can be used in the complete
absence of a sampling plan…” (Bayarri,
Benjamin, Berger, Sellke 2016, 100)
However…
• The same data-dredged hypothesis can
occur in a Bayes factor
• But your grounds for criticism is gone
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The data-dredged hypothesis
“H1PD: Actimmune increases survival in IPF patients in the

post data subgroup:

Pr(x|H1PD)/Pr(x|H0PD).
The alternative H1PD would be comparatively better
supported (for the likelihoodist) or more probable (for the
Bayes factor theorist).
H0PD has been deliberately selected for this purpose
Note: FDA helped with a trial to test that subgroup (had to
be stopped early)
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Harkonen’s defenders claim:
his conviction is “premised on the
fundamentally flawed view that a nonsignificant p-value, by itself, falsifies a
claim that a relationship exists”
(Goodman, 2018, p. 10).
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The government's position against
Harkonen merely denies that H1PD was
well-tested by the same data that was
used to find the subgroup--very different
from denying the claim H1PD altogether.
The latter would be to assert H1PD is false
and H0PD true.
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Does principle 4 hold for other
approaches?
• An 11th hour point of controversy: whether
to retain “full reporting and transparency”
(principle 4) for all methods
•

Or should it apply only to “p-values and
related statistics”
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Either the other approaches require the same
treatment of multiple testing and post-data
subgroups as statistical significance tests or they
do not.
If they do, then the basis for criticizing Harkonen
remains.
If they do not, then the message from the Guide
may well be seen to absolve Harkonen of blame
for his interpretation.
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Strange, Nit-Picky Rules?
Statistics communicator at ASA, Regina
Nuzzo (2018) describes as "one little-known
requirement" for valid use of p values: "is
that the data analysis be planned before
looking at the data" and "all analyses and
results be presented."
Nuzzo: "these seem like strange, nit-picky
rules, but they're part of the deal when using
p-values".
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• A formal measure of evidence may not
register data dredging—doesn’t make it
immune to selection effects.
• To the error statistician, acceptable
measures of evidence must directly pick
up on gambits that alter a method's ability
to control erroneously taking spurious
effects as real.
•

So a deeper question is whether it ought
to; this issue should be at the forefront of
today's debates about competing reforms.
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Beware of slippery words
• It’s disingenuous to say, “of course I would
block this inference with a suitable prior, I
was only saying Harkonen was correct
about the evidence:”
• He was just describing the data (recall
Royall: evidence, belief, action)
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• Granted, the fact that someone uses their
construal of data when serving as an
expert witness doesn’t by itself show
anything wrong (ad hominem), but you
might want to look more closely.
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Souvenir T: Even Big Data Calls
for Theory and Falsification
Historically, epidemiology has focused on
minimizing Type II error (missing a relationship
in the data), often ignoring multiple testing
considerations, while traditional statistical
study has focused on minimizing Type I error
…When traditional epidemiology met the field
of GWAS, a flurry of papers reported findings
which eventually became viewed as
nonreplicable.
(Lambert and Black 2012, p. 199)
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Technical activism isn’t free of
philosophy
Ben Goldacre (of Bad Science) in a 2016 Nature
article, is puzzled that bad statistical practices
continue even in the face of the new "technical
activism”:
“The editors at Annals of Internal Medicine,…
repeatedly (but confusedly) argue that it is
acceptable to identify “prespecified outcomes”
[from results] produced after a trial
began; ….they say that their expertise allows
them to permit — and even solicit —
undeclared outcome-switching.” (2016, 7)
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His paper: “Make journals
report clinical trials properly”
• He shouldn’t close his eyes to the
possibility that some of the pushback he’s
seeing has a basis in statistical
philosophy!
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The 2019: Don’t say ‘significance’,
don’t use P-value thresholds
• Editors of the March 2019 issue TAS "A World
Beyond p < 0.05"—Wasserstein, Schirm, Lazar—
aver that "declarations of ‘statistical significance’ be
abandoned" (p. 2).
• On their view: Prespecified P-value thresholds
should never be used in interpreting results.
• it is not just a word ban but a gatekeeper ban
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No tests, no falsification
• The “no thresholds” view also blocks
common uses of confidence intervals and
Bayes factor standards
• If you cannot say about any results, ahead
of time, they will not be allowed to count in
favor of a claim, then you do not have a
test of it
• Don’t confuse having a threshold for a
terrible test with using a fixed P-value
across all studies in an unthinking manner
• We should reject the latter
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“Retiring statistical significance
would give bias a free pass".
John Ioannidis (2019)
"...potential for falsification is a prerequisite for
science. Fields that obstinately resist refutation
can hide behind the abolition of statistical
significance but risk becoming self-ostracized
from the remit of science”.
I agree, “P-value Thresholds: Forfeit at Your Peril”
(2019)
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• Complying with the “no threshold” view precludes
the FDA's long-established drug review
procedures, as Wasserstein et al. 2019 recognize
(But Wasserstein is pushing for it)
• To be fair: some claim that by removing P-value
thresholds, researchers lose an incentive to data
dredge, and otherwise exploit researcher
flexibility
• Even if true, it's a bad argument.
(Decriminalizing robbery results in less robbery
arrests)

• But it's not true.
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• Even without the word significance, eager
researchers still can’t take the large (nonsignificant) P-value to indicate a genuine
effect
• It would be to say: Even though larger
differences would frequently occur by chance
variability alone, my data provide evidence
they are not due to chance variability
• In short, he would still need to report a
reasonably small P-value
• The eager investigator will need to "spin" his
results, ransack, data dredge
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• In a world without predesignated
thresholds, it would be hard to hold him
accountable for reporting a nominally
small P-value:
• “whether a p-value passes any arbitrary
threshold should not be considered at all"
in interpreting data (Wasserstein et al.
2019, 2)
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My view: Reformulate Tests
• I agree with ousting strict binary uses of tests,
and recipe-like behavioristic interpretations
(NHST—a fallacious animal)
• Instead of a binary cut-off (significant or not) the
particular outcome is used to infer discrepancies
that are or are not warranted
• Avoids fallacies of significance and
nonsignificance, and improves on confidence
interval estimation
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New England Journal of Medicine
reacts to abandon significance [1]
• The significance level from [a well-defined study] is
a reliable indicator of the extent to which the data
contradict a null hypothesis of no association
between an intervention and a response
• Clinicians and regulatory agencies must make
decisions about which treatment to use or to allow
to be marketed, and P values interpreted by
reliably calculated thresholds subjected to
appropriate adjustments [for multiple trials]
have a role in those decisions
(Harrington et al. 2019, 286, NEJM)
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Some others are capitulating
(partly due to a confusion)
• Wasserstein et al., (2019) claim the Guide
“stopped just short of recommending that
declarations of ‘statistical significance’ be
abandoned….We take that step here.”
• It was never an ASA document (though W is
ASA Executive Director)
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New ASA Task Force on
Significance Tests and
Replication
• to “prepare a …piece reflecting “good
statistical practice,” without leaving the
impression that p-values and hypothesis
tests…have no role.” (Karen Kafadar 2019)
• This was December, soon after came the
pandemic
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The ASA 2016 Guide’s Six Principles
1. P-values can indicate how incompatible the data are
with a specified statistical model.
2. P-values do not measure the probability that the studied
hypothesis is true, or the probability that the data were
produced by random chance alone.
3. Scientific conclusions and business or policy decisions
should not be based only on whether a p-value passes
a specific threshold.
4. Proper inference requires full reporting and
transparency.
5. A p-value, or statistical significance, does not measure
the size of an effect or the importance of a result.
6. By itself, a p-value does not provide a good measure of
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evidence regarding a model or hypothesis.

Another casualty of focusing on
whether a replication
gets low P-values
• Much replication research ignores the larger
question: are they even measuring the
phenomenon they intend?
• Failed replication often construed: There’s a
real effect but it’s smaller
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OSC: Reproducibility Project:
Psychology: 2011-15 (Science
2015) (led by Brian Nosek, U. VA)

• Crowd sourced: Replicators chose 100 articles
from three journals (2008)
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• One of the non-replications: cleanliness
and morality: Do cleanliness primes
make you less judgmental?
“Ms. Schnall had 40 undergraduates
unscramble some words. One group
unscrambled words that suggested
cleanliness (pure, immaculate, pristine),
while the other group unscrambled
neutral words. They were then presented
with a number of moral dilemmas, like
whether it’s cool to eat your dog after it
gets run over by a car.”
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“Subjects who had unscrambled clean words
weren’t as harsh on the guy who chows down on
his chow.”
(Bartlett, Chronicle of Higher Education)
Is the cleanliness prime responsible?
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Nor is there discussion of the multiple
testing in the original study
• Only 1 of the 6 dilemmas in the original study
showed statistically significant differences in degree
of wrongness–not the dog one
• No differences on 9 different emotions (relaxed,
angry, happy, sad, afraid, depressed, disgusted,
upset, and confused)
• Similar studies in experimental philosophy:
philosophers of science need to critique them
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Researcher degrees of freedom in
the Schnall study
After the priming task, participants rated six moral
dilemmas : ‘‘Dog’’ (eating one’s dead dog),
‘‘Trolley’’ (switching the tracks of a trolley to kill
one workman instead of five), ‘‘Wallet’’ (keeping
money inside a found wallet), ‘‘Plane Crash’’
(killing a terminally ill plane crash survivor to avoid
starvation), ‘‘Resume’’ (putting false information
on a resume), and ‘‘Kitten’’ (using a kitten for
sexual arousal). Participants rated how wrong
each action was from 0 (perfectly OK) to 9
(extremely wrong).
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[1] The New England Journal of Medicine (NEJM 2019)
does take account of the ASA Guide—it leads to a casualty
for CIs!
It stipulates that when tests are adjusted, so must CIs.
"When no method to adjust for multiplicity of inferences or
controlling false discovery rate was specified in the protocol
...the report of all secondary and exploratory endpoints
should be limited to point estimates of treatment effects with
95% confidence intervals. In such cases, the Methods
section should note that the widths of the intervals have not
been adjusted for multiplicity and that the inferences drawn
may not be reproducible. No P values should be reported for
these analyses."
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The statistics wars: Errors & casualties
• Mounting failures of replication …give a new urgency
to critically appraising proposed statistical reforms.
• While many reforms are welcome (preregistration of
experiments, replication, discouraging cookbook uses
of statistics), there have been casualties.
• The philosophical presuppositions …remain largely
hidden.
• Too often the statistics wars have become proxy wars
between competing tribe leaders, each keen to
advance one or another tool or school, rather than
build on efforts to do better science.
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Efforts of replication researchers and open science
advocates are diminished when
• attention is centered on repeating hackneyed
howlers of statistical significance tests (statistical
significance isn’t substantive significance, no
evidence against isn’t evidence for),
• erroneous understanding of basic statistical
terms goes uncorrected, and
• bandwagon effects lead to popular reforms that
downplay the importance of error probability
control.
These casualties threaten our ability to hold
accountable the “experts,” the agencies, and all the
data handlers increasingly exerting power over our
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lives.

